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Chairman’s Letter

Gordon Wetmore
Chairman,  

Portrait Society  
of America

Grace DeVito 
FirSt Place – commiSSioneD Portrait
Lucy, oil on canvas, 30 x 40”
The model is a young lady, Lucy, who was 4 years 
old at the time. I had painted her father and uncle 
previously. My inspiration was Lucy’s bubbly 
personality. My goal in the painting was letting 
Lucy’s personality come through by having the 
different textural qualities of the fabrics and objects 
be a metaphor of her many lovely qualities. 

JaSon Sacran 
FirSt Place Still liFe
Cluttered Self-portrait, oil on linen, 28 x 18”
I try to do a self-portrait every year as a way of self-
reflection on my life for that period of time. At the 
time of this particular painting, I had been feeling 
somewhat overwhelmed, with a lot going on in my 
life. I utilized everyday objects that I use on a day-to-
day basis to build the still life. Thoughtfully 
composed, I created a “cluttered” atmosphere 
surrounding my reflection in the mirror, which acted 
as an introspective parallel.

marina Dieul 
FirSt Place – outSiDe the Box
Bacchante, oil on panel, 42 x 42”
This piece is part of my series of children portraits in 
a trompe-l’oei – this time including a mythological 
element. When I paint a trompe-l’oeil, I first carefully 
plan every element of the composition. Then I begin 
by painting a poster study, a small abstract study of 
the colors and values relationship. My youngest 
daughter posed for this painting. I often ask her to 
pose for my symbolic works, as she has a graceful 
body language and she understands very quickly 
what I want.

aWarDinG excellence & achieVement
memBerS only
In my last chair letter I shared with readers an update on many of our top winners from the 
International Portrait Competition. This issue we are presenting the top winners of the Portrait 
Society’s Member’s Only Competition. We try to encourage artists to reach beyond themselves by 
offering a new set of categories each year. Participants are eligible to submit up to one entry per 
category of their work. This year, we offered five categories: Landscape, Still-Life, Commissioned 
Portrait, Non-Commissioned Portrait and Outside the Box (innovative compositions that stretch 
boundaries and present a unique perspective using traditional techniques and aesthetics). View all of 
this and last year’s winners by visiting www.portraitsociety.org.

Keynote SPeaKer
Johan ceDerlunD, Director of the Zorn museum
Last year marked the 150th anniversary of the birth of world  
renowned Swedish artist, Anders Zorn. In honor of this occasion, the 
Zorn Museum in Mora, Sweden brought together almost 100 works to 
showcase the artist’s work. The exhibition, Zorn’s Masterpieces, was the 
first time in many years such a large group of Zorn’s works were on 
display in one location. 

Museum Executive Director, Dr. Johan Cederlund will be traveling  
to the United States to bring a visual tour of Zorn’s work and share with 
us the treasurers of the Zorn Museum as our keynote speaker at  
The Art of the Portrait Conference this spring. Dr. Johan Cederlund 
received his PhD in art history at University of Lund, Sweden, and 
studied at the Centre Ledoux, Université de Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne, 
Paris. Formerly chief curator of the Uppsala University Art Collections,  
he has been the Museum Director of the Zorn Collections in Mora, 
Sweden since 2006. He is the author of several books. In next issue  

of the Portrait Society’s The Art of the Portrait Journal we will be discussing his work with the Zorn Museum and 
showcasing the work of Anders Zorn. The Journal and International Artist magazine are available to all members  
of the Portrait Society of America as a complimentary gift with their annual membership.

Anders Zorn, often called the painter’s painter, was born in humble circumstances; although his artistic talent 
was recognized early in his life. He studied at Royal Swedish Academy of Arts in Stockholm, Sweden from 1875-
1880. Quickly becoming an international success as a painter, sculptor and printmaker, he was one of the most  acclaimed  
portrait painters of his era. Zorn’s portraits ranged from royalty to factory workers, his sitters included three American Presidents.

GolD meDal & uPcominG Feature
PhiliP PearlStein
Philip Pearlstein was a leader in the early 1960’s of the revival of figure painting  
in America. He laid the groundwork for the exploration of the human form through  
a uniquely 20th century perspective, challenging even his contemporaries in the  
Avant Garde arts community of New York City from the early 1960’s to today.  
He experimented briefly with landscapes and then concentrated on the realistic 
depiction of the nude figure, a traditional subject that had almost vanished from the 
contemporary art world. Working directly from life, his work is characterized by a non-
traditional informality, unexpected postures, and unusual perspectives including the 
radical cropping of figures. He is one of a very few midcentury artists who worked in 
a representational style in a time where Abstract Expressionism reigned supreme. 

Pearlstein didn’t start developing his trademark style until around 1960, when  
he began teaching life drawing at the Pratt Institute. Teaching offered him the 
opportunity to experiment and grow. “I starting adding more things to the setup to 
make it more interesting in terms of abstracted compositional possibilities as well as 
color range,” Pearlstein explained in an interview for an article appearing in The Art of 
the Portrait section of International Artist magazine’s upcoming issue #79. “I took 
myself seriously as a teacher and actually began listening to what I was saying. I 
essentially became my own student. I also saw what my own students did with the things I set up and learned a great deal from watching them at work… After the 
preliminary setup, I move myself around because the view changes the composition. It changes the juxtaposition so much from different points of view. Much of it is 
based on chance. I decide what’s most promising in terms of an unpredictable picture structure maybe the way some other people use collage, except I’m working 
directly with live models.” 

Pearlstein received his BFA from Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1949 and an  
MA from NYU�s Institute of Fine Arts in 1955. He has held posts as teacher and critic at 
various institutions throughout his career including Pratt Institute, Yale University, and 
Brooklyn College.Pearlstein’s work is in over 60 museum’s collections including the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Art Institute of Chicago, Corcoran Gallery of Art, Cleveland 
Museum of Art and Whitney Museum of American Art. Pearlstein has received a number 
of awards including the National Council of Arts Administrators Visual Artist Award;  
The Benjamin West Clinedinst Memorial Medal and honorary doctorate degrees from 
Brooklyn College and New York 
Academy of Arts. Pearlstein is a 
former President of the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters.  
Look for our article on Philip 
Pearlstein in the #79 June/July  
issue of International Artist magazine. 
Join us in honoring a lifetime in 
pursuit of excellence at The Art of  
the Portrait Conference in Atlanta, 
Georgia, April 28-May 1, 2011.

Anders Zorn, Self-Portrait in Red 1,  
oil (1915)

John Cederlund 
director of the Zorn Museum, Mora, 
sweden

PhiliP PeArlstein, Model with Two Cement Flamingos, oil, 26 x 34, (2005)

Sharon SPrunG 
FirSt Place –  
non-commiSSioneD PortraitS
Broken Window, oil, 22 x 22”
The model is a young woman full of life and spirit. 
She is a world-wanderer, curious both intellectually 
and artistically. When I met this model she was 
reading “The Zombie’s Survival Guide.” This view of 
the world as fragile and tenuous, yet enduring, and 
the popularity of apocalyptic themes in 
contemporary culture intrigues me. The setting of 
this painting behind an old, broken window is a 
metaphor for this.

hoDGeS Soileau 
FirSt Place – lanDScaPe
A Summer Afternoon, oil on linen, 12 x 9”
My subject matter is eclectic;I personally like that. 
The idea that I can get up each morning and paint 
whatever subject I want, and not have that dictated 
to me, is so important to me. The figure/portrait is 
probably my favorite. An emotional connection that 
an artist makes with the viewer (be it a sense of 
place in a landscape, a fleeting glance or gaze in a 
portrait, or the light cascading over some subject) is 
what one hopes for as an artist. Technical skill is 
necessary and important, but the best scenario is 
when the technical and emotional aspects of 
painting are inseparable.

 
Who will be the 2011  
William F. Draper Grand Prize Winner?
Join us april 30, 2011 to find out who takes home the William F. 
Draper Grand Prize. the top 15 finalists, selected from over 
1,300 entries, will exhibit their artwork at the conference for 
final judging. On saturday evening, we gather to honor those 
artists whose work was selected and award more than $50,000 
in cash and prizes. this, in addition to the honor of accepting 
the highest of accolades from living masters, assures to be a 
night worth remembering. the art manufacturers and suppliers 
who provide the prizes, including the William Draper Grand 
Prize, sponsored by Jack richeson & Co., make it possible for 
the Portrait society to offer the largest and most prestigious 
awards in our discipline. since 1998, the Portrait society of 
america has presented almost $1,000,000 in prizes to portrait 
artists displaying excellence in their work.
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Face-to-Face
with the 2011 Faculty

What painting, project or upcoming exhibition are you currently 
working on, and what is it that excites you about it?
Carducci: I’m working on two projects: First, a series of portraits and still life 
of Kent State University major sports - football, golf, basketball and baseball; 
the university will give prints of the paintings to major contributors and 
honorees. The Butler Institute of American Art wants to have a solo show of 
my pastels in the Flora Giffuni Gallery later this year and wants it to represent 
the sweep of my work, not just portraits, and I think the KSU paintings would 
be a good theme. Second, a series of paintings from my trip to South Africa, 
to be in a show of works on that theme in a gallery here. I am working from 
memory and photo references. This is a departure for me since I work almost 
exclusively from life and do not usually enjoy doing “easel paintings” from 
photo references and sketches. (I always like the sketches better since they 
are born of the energy of the creative moment.) I’m enjoying the challenge of 
making these new and creative, departing from the references and using my 
memory and imagination and composition/design skills.

I should add a third project: As a pre-teen I loved working with clay, hero-
worshiped Malvina Hoffman, and briefly toyed with the thought of becoming a 
sculptor. In December I took a three-day tutorial with Edward Jonas and did a 
bas-relief H&S portrait of my late husband, using the last portrait I had 
painted of him as the reference. Today I unmolded the first plaster cast of it 
from the silicone mold. I’m pleased with the result and am going to make two 

casts in cold-cast bronze. It felt wonderful to have 
my hands back in clay again after 60 years! Ed is 
a wonderful and generous teacher, and it was a 
treat to talk shop with him.

Frantzen: I am working on a couple of series of 
paintings, and some commissioned works. All 
three of these projects are posing intriguing 
questions: what do I want to say; what way 
should I paint it; and finally, what do I need to 
learn in order to do so? One series is asking me 
to explore new approaches to painting, all the 
while, honoring the original inspiration. It also has 
me trying to figure out how to paint an idea/
condition that may not really be conveyed in a 
static medium like paint. It is a challenge on every 
front. In the other series I am exploring the way I 
have been working for years, and I am in front of 
learning how to bring this work up to the next 
level. The commissioned work is interesting 
because I want to share my client’s story as well 
as make a painting which will be on par with any 
work I would do for myself, if not better. Overall, I 
am really enjoying having these clear directions to 
work in, even though the paintings themselves 
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Judith CarduCCi, Sarah, Pastel, 30 x 24” 

dawn whitelaw, Jose Ferrer, Oil on linen, 20 x 16”

rose Franzten, Up the Street, Oil, 48 x 60”

Part 2 
The anticipation for the 13th annual The Art of the Portrait is building. 
The host hotel is already sold out and registration is close to reaching 
full enrollment. On the follow pages 7 of the 30 participating faculty 
share with you their current projects and inspiration. 

are a mystery yet to be revealed. 

Guzik: Painting with our friends “The Putney 
Painters” is an ongoing activity that becomes 
more and more stimulating with each session. 
Being in a group of artists, I sometimes do not 
see my painting right away, so I find I need good 
questions such as: Why do I want to paint this? 
What do I see that I love about this person or 
other subject in front of me? Is it the harmony, 
the value pattern, do I see a whole composition? 
Once I can see the painting in my mind, the next 
question is how to paint it. The more professional 
I have become, the more this questioning has 
become part of my thinking. Because it has, the 
painting can become joyful. This also brings 
confidence and can assure that the outcome of I 
wish for is what actually happens. 
In addition, I have intentionally kept 2011 as open 
as possible for my two other projects. The first is 
a book I started some years ago, and this is the 
year it will be finished. What excites me about 
this? This book is about something that I love very 
much and it’s connection to my art.
My remaining art endeavor is a project about 
painting children. Though my efforts are still in 
the early stage, I am fascinated with this part. I 
look forward to more quiet pondering and 
questioning in nurturing this broad idea.

lindstrom: The buzz for me is always in the 
image. I love to find a unique turn or expression 
and then using the computer or small color 
studies to find simple and clean value patterns. To 
make the image poetic. Painting seems so easy 
when I find the electricity in the image. I get this 
little kid waiting for Christmas excitement. I really 
try not to start a painting until I am this elated. 
This is the well spring of enthusiasm I need to 
carry me through the painting process. The 
planning and design is where the art is make, the 
painting is mechanical execution. Above all, I want 
to have fun creating and painting. That’s the 
reason I am an artist.

silverman: I am working on several large scale 
paintings for inclusion in a Fall retrospective 
exhibition at the Hofstra University Museum. The 
show will include mostly work done in the last 8 
years. This is the second comprehensive show of 
my work in a years time and both have been in a 
museum setting. It has allowed me to make a 
statement about my art through the work itself 
and by the nature of the subject matter and the 
content of the paintings. And this is a special 
circumstance because the art is now seen by and 
for itself and not as merchandise. This frees the 
work from being judged by the number of red 
dots affixed to it; that is a luxury indeed of my 

current painting life. In brief I paint portraits of 
people who cannot afford to have their portraits 
painted.

steele: I have a long-standing habit of being 
involved in multiple pretty complicated projects. 
Seeing all of them sitting on my easels in various 
stages alone is enough to constantly keep me at 
the edge of excitement.
I am very thrilled to have a remarkable 
commission - an official 50-year commemoration 
piece for my great neighbors, California State 
University Dominguez Hills. The honor and an 
enormous satisfaction of portraying collectively 
the fascinating contemporary characters in what 
is statistically one of the most diverse campuses 
in the U.S. is a remarkable opportunity. In addition 
I am setting to work on the whole range of 
paintings that were sitting on my “idea boards” 

for far too long. Doing those works is what makes 
all the rest of effort worthwhile for me. Some of 
those works, not surprisingly perhaps, will be of a 
fairly large scale involving quite complex multiple-
figures compositions and if I’d start describing 
them it would take a volume as thick as one of 
War and Peace’s, so I’d better just paint them. 
One of those paintings will be a three-figure 
composition based on my favorite study from a 
memorable Mexico trip last year and on the 
remarkable and in some way iconic for me 
character of shoe shiner Jay, whose portrait was 
very well received on the shows last year, 
including the Certificate of Excellence at PSOA as 
well as from Fine Art Connoisseur. In general, I 
am focusing now on two forms in a figure work 
that cross influence each other - my “visual 
symphonies” of composed, fully invented multi-
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figure paintings brought to reality through a 
process of thorough life studies and the scenes of 
absolute reality that I witnessed and did studies 
of, but that carry a larger symbolic significance to 
me. 

whitelaw: In the studio I am currently working 
on two portraits; a small portrait of David Dinkins, 
former mayor of New York City, for the Players 
Club, and a standing portrait of a sixteen-year old 
girl. These are two distinctly different paintings, 
both visually and in the intended purpose. I am 
also painting for two shows, one plein air exhibit 
for the Tennessee Department of Parks and 
Greenways, and a gallery show with the 
Cumberland Society of Painters. I thrive on 
painting this kind of variety. The truth is that I am 
excited anytime I have the opportunity to put 
brush to canvas.

within yourself. Some of them clearly originate 
from the mysteries of our collectively shared life 
that we encounter daily. 
I am not looking at Old Masters as at some 
archeological finds we need to keep the dust off 
under a glass. To me the experience of looking at 
any of Great Ones of the Past is more of a 
conversing with someone who always 
understands what I came to ask about in my own 
work, in my own path of learning from nature and 
always gives a great, honest advice. They never 
fail me and I only hope I will never fail them. 

whitelaw: My position is not unique in that I 
draw inspiration from everything. I am inspired 
and informed by all things I experience every day. 
Chance encounters outside the studio often 
provide just the bit of information I need for my 
paintings. Inspiration is everywhere I turn. I am 
fortunate to belong to a community of artists in 
my area and on line. It seems that we all draw 
from both the works of masters and our current 
environment. 
“I am a part of all that I’ve met” ~ Tennyson
At the 2011 conference we are offering a new 
program on Sunday afternoon for attendees to 
attend an en plein air painting excursion with a 
faculty artist. How important do you think it is for 
portrait artists to explore a variety of environments 
and subjects in their work? How do you apply this 
in your own practice?

Carducci: I think it is hugely important for artists 
to explore a myriad of experiences and subjects. 
There is a danger of becoming facile, stale, 
boring, predictable otherwise. If we don’t 
challenge ourselves, we will stop growing. 

Frantzen: I believe you should have practice in 
painting any environment which would help 
convey the story you need to tell whether it be 
your patron’s or your own. 

Guzik: My art asks me to keep exploring painting 
people both in a group and in my studio. Also, in 
my search, I find it is important for me to paint 
what I love; be it people, still lifes, animals and 
children to name a few. I have also become 
aware of a need for sketching. By following my 
bliss, I find myself pushing forward into new 
territory, creating my future.

lindstrom: It is always good to stretch yourself. 
Plein air is immediate and happy thing happen 
and are discovered in the process. And painting 
with other artists is so informative. You just have 
to jump in and discover how fun it can be.

silverman: I’m not sure that a programmatic 
procedure of "exploring a variety of environments” 
can generate meaningful results, unless someone 

nanCy Guzik, French Braid, Oil, 12 x 9”
alexey steele, Peter Soli, Oil, 42 x 32”

can. It is a series which is teaching me about my 
subjectivity, seeing what I avoid looking at, seeing 
what I avoid painting, and trying to go against 
these learned impulses. 

Guzik: IDEAS! Yum! For me, ideas are the spark, 
the thrilling part. 
Where do ideas come from? With a smile, I look 
and point--UP! I guess I could say God, or the 
sacred, or the unknown or something... The truth 
is I don’t know. I guess it’s what people mean 
when they use the word inspiration. Wherever the 
idea comes from, it’s the trigger, the exciting idea, 
that I wish to express.
So it’s not just a likeness, it is my view of the 
person I see.
And lastly, yes, I always try to remember and 
thank the artists of the past, they help create my 
future.

lindstrom: I love vision books -scrap books of 
images from magazines the internet that I collect 
to inspire and guide me. These images show me 
where my passion is and where I am going as an 
artist. They are the dream paintings I want to 
emulate and influence my future paintings. And of 
course the subject I am painting inspires me too, 
along with the lighting. Unique lighting is so 
intoxicating. Show me something familiar but with 
a pose and lighting I have never seen before and 
I will get excited.

silverman: That’s something of a double edged 
question. Every artist inescapably works from 
both his personal experiences (and environment) 
and the inherited and sometimes too confining 
history of art. The much exalted Picasso kept 
trying near the end of his life to "re-do Velasquez" 
because clearly he had both deep respect and,  
I suspect, simultaneous envy of that artist's 
marvelous work. That same Picasso also "tried 
out several different styles of Degas, Lautrec, and 
Edvard Munch before he finally abandoned 
realistic representation and defined himself as 
forever different .The point is to emerge from the 
powerful attraction of the past and become your 
own person. And yet, I return to look at past art to 
renew my sense of what makes it great and even 
to cop a few solutions here and there to visual 
problems. For the most part I am intent on 
making my immediate world seem somehow, 
timeless and that takes a lot of time. Isn't that the 
"trick" of great art?

steele: It is really hard to say where exactly each 
idea comes from, but once contracted, it takes 
hold of me like a virus and never lets go until 
something is done about it. It is this odd and 
inexplicable urge to make it happen and bring to 
life... as, if you don’t, you'd lose something vital 

Where do your ideas come from for 
upcoming work? Do you draw from your 
current environment or from artists of  
the past?
Carducci: While I love art history and studying 
the work of artists of the past, I get most of my 
ideas from current experiences and environment. 

Frantzen: These serials come from having 
already explored an idea in one way, and the 
process of creating the initial painting opened 
other ideas on how to express it or explore it in 
more depth. Sometimes, however, one painting 
alone does not answer the idea and the essential 
statement is only revealed through numerous 
canvases. For example, with the series I am 
working on of people in town with its 
neighborhoods as the background, it came from 
seeing my town as it is, letting go of the romantic 
eye my training might have given me, and 
painting it as factually as this subjective being 

is already aware of strong feelings about different 
possible places and things that attract them. I 
think the process is only helpful if the "horse 
wants to drink" And frankly plein air has taken on 
a kind of cult status. There is no assurance that a 
good painting will result in just planting your easel 
outdoors and painting "what you see." It will often 
be very healthy but that's even sometimes 
problematic if you have a lot of allergies

steele: I am primarily a studio painter; yet 
continuous plein air painting experience is vital to 
my own process. This is how my Dad started 
teaching me formally at age 6; this is how I still 
keep studying for everything that I eventually 
translate into a studio work. It is like daily running 
for a boxer, makes your studio work breath life 
and vitality. 

whitelaw: For me, it is standard operating 
procedure to paint a variety of subjects, in 
addition to commissioned portraits. I think of 

myself as an artist who paints portraits. My 
portrait painting has improved as a result of my 
commitment to plein air work. I learn a 
tremendous amount about color harmony, light 
effect, structure, and edges in the field and apply 
that to portrait painting. Painting plein air adds an 
honesty and richness to my commissioned work. 
It effects how I conceptualize the portrait and 
expands the options that I am able to present to 
the client. 
Portraits are the gems of many museum 
collections around the country and the 
world. In many of these artworks, the 
artist has gone beyond a likeness to 
portray something extra, a narrative or 
story about the sitter or a psychological 
edge. What elements do you think push a 
portrait beyond likeness to capture that 
something extra?

Carducci: A portrait needs two qualities to be “a 
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reasonably accurate resemblance. The 
"landscape" of every face and figure is different, 
Tracking it doggedly may make that “something 
more" happen. Actually we can’t know if 
Velasquez or Rembrandt or Sargent or Judith 
Leyster ever made accurate resemblances in the 
work. Maybe they just made their subjects feel 
good. 

steele: Without any doubt that extra thing comes 
from painting a portrait live with all the risks of 
inevitable screw-ups it always entails. That 
prolonged human-to-human interaction of which 
camera-use robs us among many other things is 
what brings that purely experiential rather than 
descriptive quality to a work. 
Every work I did, which I think somehow captured 
that was done live. Knowing people intensely well 
also helps. All Velasquez’s subjects were known to 
him intimately well as he painted. 

whitelaw: We all recognize when a portrait’s 
appeal goes far beyond mere likeness. We admire 

reGister today to attend the art oF the Portrait
aPril 28-May 1, 2011, atlanta, GeorGia

The Art of the Portrait is close to being fully subscribed. register today to be part of this historic 
event, as thirty nationally known artists gather together to provide a weekend of inspiration and 
learning. Participating artists include Wende Caporale, Judith Carducci, Romel de la Torre, 
Tom Donahue, Rose Franzten, Calvin Goodman, Daniel Greene, n.a., Nancy Guzik, Jon 
Houghton, Edward Jonas, David Kassan, Everett Raymond Kinstler, n.a., David A. Leffel, 
Bart Lindstrom, Jeremy Lipking, Juan Martinez, Dean Mitchell, Sherrie McGraw, 
Thomas V. Nash, Michael Shane Neal, Tony Pro, Anthony Ryder, Burton Silverman, n.a. , 
Rhoda Sherbell, n.a. , Alexey Steele, Gordon Wetmore, Mary Whyte, Lea Colie Wight, 
Dawn Whitelaw and Sylvia Yount. 

the portraits of Sargent and other masters and 
have no idea if the likeness is accurate. We 
respond to a painting that captures the feeling 
and character of an individual person. This elusive 
quality is certainly desirable but difficult to 
achieve. Everett Raymond Kinstler portrays his 
subjects to you in such a way that you know what 
the person is like. In workshops, he always asked 
“What are you painting?” and by verbalizing the 
qualities of the subject I gained insight in to what 

portrait” (rather than merely a generic picture of a 
person) and also a work of fine art: “likeness” to 
the sitter and aesthetic quality. “Likeness” without 
the other is mere reporting. There are a number 
of things that take a portrait beyond mere 
likeness - such as: a setting descriptive of what 
the sitter is or does; strokes/brushwork/texture/
pattern that may be calm, quiet, frenetic, 
energetic, spiky, flowing, heavy - depending on 

Bart lindstroM, Purple Kimono, Oil on Linen, 24 x 30”

Burton silverMan, n.a., Study for Survivor, Oil 

gesture of the sitter, how he holds his body tells a 
great deal. Hard or soft edges, soft or harsh 
lighting, what the sitter wears and what he holds 
in his hands - all contribute to interpreting 
character. When I encounter a person I am to 
paint, I pay attention to what I feel at that 
moment: What effect does this person have on 
me? What do I notice first about him? How is he 
different from everybody else I’ve known? What is 
interesting about him? Then I set about making 
the artistic choices that will express that 
discovery. Just as important as what I put into the 
painting will be what I choose to leave out of it.

Frantzen: It’s funny how this question seems 
right up my alley as I often try to find a way to 
have the background reveal something about the 
sitter’s internal state or story. Quite often, it is a 
model standing in for me as I explore my interior 
on canvas. So how do you work with a model for 
that exploration or have the patron/sitter open up 
enough for you to find a way in? I think you have 
to meet them, inwardly. This requires a 
willingness on my part to meet myself this way 
and allow the other to see this sincere 
engagement. Ultimately to really answer this 
question, “beyond likeness to capture that 
something extra”, my answer would be; painting 
that reveals the “presence” of both the sitter and 
the artist. 

Guzik: Active good questioning, searching inside 
myself for what path I wish to take with this 
person in front of me--NOW. 
I could also say it this way; dynamite composition, 
great color, fascinating yet natural pose, and 
above all honesty. And I smile because there are 
a thousand and one ways possible for all of us to 
find and express what we experience and see. 

lindstrom: For me it is beauty mixed with 
freshness. Images that catch your breath and 
invite you to look a second time. Beauty is in the 
subject, pose and lighting. Freshness is in the 
simplicity of composition, value patterns, color 
arrangement, and the direct skilled application of 
paint. It is “show me something beautiful in a new 
way”.

silverman: I really don’t know. It is part of the 
real mystery of art. I can only suggest that the 
artist has to be somehow wired to respond to 
nuances of character and formal qualities 
combined. There are structural elements too, like 
how to compose an image that best allows less 
than understood qualities to emerge. It can mean 
digging into the process of seeing and feeling 
hoping to arrive at something more than 
verisimilitude - to making it a painting - and yet to 
arrive at that point if possible by getting a 

the painting was missing. This instruction led me 
to start to write down characteristic traits of my 
subjects and to pose them to take advantage of 
my observations. This writing exercise helps me 
be more observant when I am with my subject 
and helps to lead me down a path beyond a mere 
likeness, towards a feeling of the subject.

the sitter’s character and personality; high or low 
values, warm or cool colors or no color will 
communicate mood; open or crowded 
composition, scale of the figure and the amount 
of space it takes up in the composition can 
convey a dominant or retiring personality; a close 
up view may convey intimacy; whether the person 
is looking away from the viewer or directly at the 
viewer can convey intimacy or engagement; the 
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Self-Portrait in Progress  
part one / Drawing by Sadie J. Valeri

I have been working on this self portrait 
for the last couple of months. It was an 
interesting challenge to take the same 
process I use for still-life and apply 
it to a self portrait. The painting is an 
homage to an 18th century German-
born painter I recently discovered 
named Christian Seybold (1697-1768).  
I find his painting of a woman in a 
green veil particularly stunning.  
I was thrilled to see how he created 
extremely fine realist surface 
detail, supported by a structural 
understanding of the underlying form, 
and I tried to emulate this. I also took 
inspiration from the scale and cropping 
of the portrait, the fur collar, and the 
paintbrush tucked behind one ear. 

STaGe 1  
The drawing begins with a straight-line block-in 
using a hard (2H) graphite pencil.

STaGe 2  
I refine the block-in by segmenting the lines until 
more and more detail is developed. I rely on very 
little measuring. With this method I can solve the 
proportions by adjusting the tilts of the lines, until 
the proportions begin to snap into place.

STaGe 3  
When the major elements are in place and the 
proportions seem to be working, I begin to block 
in the shadow shapes. This is when the planes of 
the structure begin to take shape, and a likeness 
begins to emerge. Sometimes my students ask me 
at what point I begin to “round off” my straight 
lines. The answer is I never “round off,” I just keep 
segmenting the lines until they begin to emulate 
curves. This method helps me identify accurate 
high points to make very precise contours.

STaGe 4  
When I have gone as far as I can with the contour 
drawing, I begin shading to model the forms. I 
start in the shadows and work up to the lights. 
When I do a preparatory drawing for a still life 
I only draw a contour, I usually don’t do any 
modeling. But for this self portrait, I knew I would 
only be able to tell if I’d captured an accurate 
likeness if I developed a full-value drawing.

STaGe 7 
At the previous stage I showed the drawing to 
several friends and to my husband, and asked 
for feedback as to likeness. Everyone told me I 
looked too “serious” and “mean.” Apparently the 
expression I hold when I paint looks severe. So I 
made small changes to the mouth and eyebrows 
to relax the expression. As with all my paintings 
and drawings, I am working from life for every 
stage of the process, I never use photos.

STaGe 5 
Working piece by piece, I model each area of the 
face. I work only in continuous areas, without 
jumping around, so I can get a consistent value 
structure for the whole subject. The key to 
assessing accurate value is to judge a value by 
looking at the whole subject, not just compare two 
neighboring values.

STaGe 6 
I developed the hair by using an eraser to sculpt 
out the light areas. The hair was the most 
complicated throughout the life of the painting 
and the drawing, because it changed so much 
session to session. I recorded the structure of the 
curls as much as possible in one day, and then 
tried to stick with the same pattern for the life of 
the project.

about the artist 

Sadie J. Valeri is a Classical Realist oil 
painter currently creating a series of still 
lifes of transparent and reflective objects in 
her San Francisco, California studio. Raised 
in Salem, Massachusetts, Sadie graduated 
from the Rhode Island School of Design with 
a BFA in Illustration in 1993. She has since 
studied with some of the most important 
realist artists working today, including 
Juliette Aristides, Michael Grimaldi, and Ted 
Seth Jacobs at Bay Area Classical Artist 
Atelier; Jacob Collins at the Hudson River 
Fellowship; and Écorché/Anatomy with 
Andrew Ameral. Sadie has taught graduate 
students at the Academy of Art University in  
San Francisco, and she now offers private 
workshops and classes at her San Francisco 
Mission District studio. To find out more 
visit: www.sadievaleri.com

STaGe 8 
I had been apprehensive about rendering the fur, 
because I had never before tried to paint or draw 
such a complicated texture. It turned out to be 
very fun and easier than I’d expected, both in 
graphite and in paint. The hair was much, much 
more difficult.
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Part two 
In the next issue, Sadie will show  
the self-portrait steps in oil with the 
graphite drawing as a reference


